Select cytoplasmic and membrane proteins increase the percentage of immobile integrins but do not affect the average diffusion coefficient of mobile integrins.
Integrins are ubiquitous adhesion receptors that are important for signaling and integrating the extracellular matrix and cytoskeleton. The role of cytoplasmic proteins vinculin, focal adhesion kinase (FAK), integrin-linked kinase (ILK), and membrane proteins epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and Notch in altering αPS2CβPS integrin lateral diffusion was measured using single particle tracking (SPT) and RNA interference (RNAi). SPT measures heterogeneous diffusion properties, and RNAi selectively reduces the concentration of a target protein. After systematically reducing the concentration of vinculin, FAK, ILK, EGFR, or Notch, there was a 31 to 80% increase in the mobile integrin fraction, indicating that these five targeted proteins (or assemblies that contain these proteins) are responsible for immobilizing a fraction of the integrins when all proteins are present at native concentrations. The average diffusion coefficient of all mobile integrins did not change after any of the RNAi treatments, and the percentage of Brownian, directed, or anomalous/constrained trajectories relative to total mobile trajectories did not change after vinculin or EGFR RNAi. However, the fraction of anomalous/constrained trajectories relative to the total mobile trajectories increased 9 to 19% after FAK, ILK, and Notch RNAi, when the concentration of these proteins was reduced. In the case of FAK, ILK, and Notch, native concentrations of these proteins simultaneously increase the immobile fraction of integrins but decrease the diffusion constraints to those integrins that remain mobile. Comparisons of single receptor and ensemble measurements of diffusion and what is known about the effect of these proteins in altering integrin clustering are discussed.